A new plot for the kinetic analysis of dead-end enzyme inhibitors.
A new procedure to characterize reversible dead-end inhibitors is presented. Preliminary identification of the inhibitor type is made by plotting vo/vi against the inhibitor concentration at different substrate concentrations. The inhibition constants for competitive, uncompetitive and mixed dead-end inhibitors are determined by secondary plots of l/(slope) vs [S], l/(slope) vs l/[S] and (slope)(Ks + [S] vs [S] respectively. These secondary plots render straight lines only for their corresponding type of inhibitor. For noncompetitive inhibitors all the secondary plots used yield straight lines. Therefore, the application of this plotting procedure leads to unambiguous diagnosis of the inhibitor type. An important feature of the procedure presented here is that the variable used (vo/vi) is independent on Vmax values. Therefore, experimental values obtained from enzyme preparations showing significant differences in their specific activities -i.e. enzyme coming from different purification steps- can be used.